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The Customer Context For Postal VAT
VAT and Postal Payment Channels

Size of postage expenditure
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Private
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PPI

1 million EU business use meters
as their preferred channel – up to
40% of postal revenues in some
countries

*Including e-merchant websites e.g. Ebay. Illustrative. Not to scale. Based on
Ducasse.
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1977 VAT Directive:
Uncertain Drafting Fosters Harmonisation and Competition Concerns

Article 13A 1 a. of Directive 77/388/CE - the sixth VAT Directive, now Article
132 1 a) of Directive 2006/112/EC:
Member States shall exempt the supply “by the public
postal services of services other than passenger
transport and telecommunication services”.

•

Moreover Article 13B 6 e. exempts (now Article 135 1. h, 2006/11/EC) :
The supply at face value of postage stamps valid for
use for postal services within the territory of the
country, fiscal stamps and other similar stamps.

•

“Public Postal Services” was worded in broad and uncertain terms (in
1977 postal administrations were publicly-owned monopolies and largely
government departments)

After 30 years and three postal directives (1997, 2002, 2008), European postal
landscape is significantly different: limitation of reserved area; FMO 2011/13;
USO defined; corporatization of most and privatization of some EU operators

Postal VAT: A Harmonization Issue
Scope of Postal VAT Exemption in Main European Countries
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*Finland and Sweden have no reserved area

**As of January 2006, Spain VAT exemption is limited to reserved services, i.e. inter-urban mail and international
mail up to 50g. (Direct mail and local mail are not in the reserved area).

• In

addition to postal VAT differences, regulatory scope
reserved area) varies significantly across member states;

(USO,

Member States’ interpretation of the scope of exemption is problematic:
Are “Public postal services” services provided by the state-owned operator?
Does exemption cover all postal services? monopoly services? USO services ?

Postal VAT: A Competition Issue
Except in Sweden, Finland (no VAT exemption) and Spain (exemption limited
to reserved services), distortion in end-to-end competition occurs in MS,
whether:
•
•

On the scope of USO : France, Germany, Italy…
On postal services : Austria, UK, Ireland, Greece…

The VAT distortion on E2E competition can be limited where USO is narrowly
defined and where VAT is applied to direct mail (e.g. Netherlands – though
transactional mail still reserved in NL;
In most European countries, access competitors/consolidators can mitigate
VAT distortion by paying the postage on behalf of their customer (France,
Germany, Austria, Netherlands, …). For example:
•

since March 2007 UK DSA competitors have HMRC-approved agency
agreements with Royal Mail, which limit VAT liability to the value-added element
(transport to inward mail centre) and not on the postage costs;

•

market distortion mitigated for access competitors, if not for those with by-pass
ambitions (some access entrants favour reduced rate, if not possible then
status quo) …..
Distortion of competition varies among member states;
between access and by-pass competitors; and is most intense
where the basis for exemption is large

Mitigating The Access Distortion: UK VAT and Agency Agreement
Consolidators valueadded element VATable
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UK Access Entrant/Consolidator:
•Consolidator acts as an mailer’s agent when collecting the postal charge and, to that effect,
holds the money in a suspense account (postage element is not collected for the consolidator.
Postal account in the name of the mailer) and charges mailer exclusive of VAT;
•Mailer signs with Royal Mail as an agency customer of Royal Mail Wholesale to allow for VATexempt invoices to be issued ;
•Postage costs are considered as a disbursement from a VAT-perspective - the consideration
for the consolidation service is shown separate from the collection of the postage costs;

UK access competitors with no by-pass ambitions may favour the European
Commission’s 2003 VAT proposal (with reduced rate option) than VAT levied on
mail at the standard rate….
Illustrative. Available as as either a National mailing profile format or a Zonal mailing profile format

Commission 5th May 2003 Proposal on VAT
•Harmonization Issue
•Competitive Issue

EC Proposal For Council Directive, COM (2003) 234
•Abolition of VAT exemption for public postal services
•Deletion of exemption for “postage stamps” - fiscal stamps only
•Amended place-of-supply rules to ensure only one VAT rate for delivery
within and without the Union
•VAT applied to postal services in 2 categories

“Basic postal services” < 2 Kg
Items of correspondence, direct mail,
books, catalogue, newspapers and small
packages, addressed to a named person.
¾
Standard rate
Member state may apply the reduced rate
(“to minimise the impact.. On prices paid by final consumers”)

Delivery ex-EU treated as if within EU (one
rate)

“Standard” postal services
unaddressed mail, express and
services > 2 kg
Standard rate
¾Delivery Within EU, Standard rate
¾Delivery ex-EU exempt & right to
deduct
¾

¾Harmonized approach; addresses competitive distortion and
fiscal neutrality principle; mindful of impact on users;
¾Welcomed by mailers (e.g. FEDMA subject to reduced rate, cashflow concerns
on SMEs), handful of posts; though transition issues highlighted by posts and
others e.g. EICTA;
¾No agreement in Council of Ministers after informal deliberations (unanimity required)

European Parliament March 2004 Opinion and Revised July 2004 EC
Proposal
Opinion of the European Parliament (2004) 0176
MS “shall apply reduced rates to postal services”
MS may apply a “super reduced rate” if extant 1/1/03
MS “shall be given sufficient time” for transition
“Standard postal services” defined as “no more than 10kg”

Amended EC Proposal COM (2004) 468

Standard Postal Services
potentially subject to reduced rate
up to 10 kg instead of 2 kg

Introduction of a Transition
Period, 1/1/07
around two and half years from
publication to allow public and private
companies to “adapt their systems”

¾ Qualified majority support by Posteurop (18 posts) (20/12/07) –
VAT should be resolved by political discussion not legal direction;
¾The amended proposal never formally tabled at the Council some member states opposed in principle (e.g. UK government)

Back to 1977 Directive: The Danish Case on VAT

•
•

In 2002, the Danish Eastern regional Court referred to the ECJ for interpreting
the scope of the exemption under the VAT Directive (Dansk Postordreforening
vs. Skatteministeriet C-169/02)
Advocate General Geelhoed concluded (para 29) that Article 13 must be
interpreted strictly:
• it does not provide exemption for every activity performed in the public
interest, but only for those which are listed and described in great detail –
(para 82) only services provided “as part of its public task”
• because the exemptions constitute exceptions to the general principle that
VAT is levied on all services supplied for consideration by a taxable person;
• to promote equality of fiscal treatment and counteract distortion of
competition; and
• the principle of fiscal neutrality should be borne in mind.

•

Relying on 1997 postal directive (97/67/CE), the AG considered that only
reserved services are provided as part of a public task, as a result of their
nature as special or exclusive rights

•

Fiscal neutrality : exclusive rights can be granted to one or more undertakings,
private of publicly held. Neither the legal form nor the objective of the
undertaking is relevant for the interpretation of exemption.
The underlying Danish case was finally withdrawn, leading to
the withdrawal of the reference and consequently no judgment
from ECJ.

Back to 1977 Directive: EC Infringement proceedings

•

Following the failure to amend 1977 Directive through EC 2003/04 proposal EC
launched (IP/06/484, April 2006) infringement proceedings against three member
states, regarding these as test cases:
United Kingdom, representing member states exempting all postal services
provided by former postal monopolies;
Germany, representing member states exempting universal services provided
by Universal Service Providers;
Sweden, representing member states with no exemption on postal services
(or limited to reserved area);

•

Competition distortion: EC notes that VAT postal exemption as applied in UK (all
RM postal services) and Germany (USP’s USO) hinders competition;

•

Harmonization concern: EC estimates that, in charging VAT on all postal services,
Sweden has ensured that VAT does not distort competition but has failed to apply
an exemption which remains in community legislation;

•
•

EC explicitly called upon the Council to resume discussions on its 2003 Proposal
Commission’s reasoned opinion (Article 226 second step of the infringement
procedure) suggested if national legislations are not amended in order to comply it
may decide to refer the matter to the European Court of Justice. Meanwhile…
"The VAT exemption for postal services is still part of Community rules and
should be applied in a way that minimizes distortions of competition between
former monopolies and market entrants so as to ensure that all operators enjoy
the freedom to provide postal services across Europe“
László Kovács, European Commissioner for Taxation and Customs

Back to 1977 Directive: TNT v. UK Government
ECJ asked for Ruling in a Liberalized Context

•

In 2007, TNT UK contested Royal Mail’s VAT-exemption on postal
services;

•

The High Court of England and Wales referred three questions to the
ECJ (Case C-357/07):
1. In a liberalized market with one designated USP (Royal Mail) what
does the expression “public postal service” embrace?
• only the sole designated USP?
• also a private postal operator?

2. Shall/can member states exempt all postal services provided by the
“public postal services” provider ?
3. If some services only shall/can be exempted, what are the criteria for
delineating the boundary?
The interpretation of “Public Postal services” shall address the following:
• Is exemption related to identity of the supplier and/or nature of the supply ?
• How is fiscal neutrality to be addressed?
• Is the interpretation of exemption to take into account existing postal Directives ?

Legal cases: TNT vs. UK
Positions of Parties / other Member States at June 18th ECJ’s Audience
Identity /legal form of the supplier

What ground ?

Criteria for exempting
some services, if relevant

TNT Post UK
Ltd

Supplier in charge of reserved area
(1997 Postal Directive)

Fiscal neutrality principle
1997 Postal Directive

Reserved services

UK
Government

Public Postal Services refers to the
legal form of supplier, i.e. Royal mail

VAT Directive only

All postal services of RM.
If any restriction, USO at
least shall be exempted

German
Government

Supplier in charge of USO (1997
Postal Directive)

Fiscal neutrality principle
1997 Postal Directive

USO services with all
criteria: delivery 5 times a
week, in all points of
territory, etc.*

Swedish
Government

Supplier in charge of reserved area, if
any

Fiscal neutrality principle

Reserved services

European
Commission

Supplier in charge of USO (1997
Postal Directive)

Fiscal neutrality principle
1997 Postal Directive

Universal Services**
(1997 Postal Directive)

**European Commission did not precisely define what it meant by universal
services – prior to their submission to the ECJ EC has used the term
universal services to mean single piece mail. In the hearing, EC appears to
have used the term “universal services” more loosely;
* Germany recently proposed VAT legislation cover the same scope of exemption. From January 1, 2010, VAT exemption will apply
not only to DP but also to all other universal service providers). Letters below 2 kg (Briefsendungen) and packages below 10 kg , and
addressed books/catalogs/publications below 2 kg from universal service providers will remain VAT exempt.. VAT-able items : cash on
delivery, express items, and postings pertaining to "individual agreements" (individuell vereinbart) or "special conditions" (Sonderkonditionen),

VAT An Implementation Issue: Posteurop 1993 Survey of Ten Post
on Issue of VAT Applied to Non-Reserved Services
•Compliance Difficulties
•Need to identify at time of purchase future services to be
used and the relevant applicable VAT rate to levy for prepaid channels – “an administrative nightmare”;
•Use of payment channels to target business customers
for VAT purposes risks VAT-avoidance and switching to
stamps, adding to costs;
•Practical difficulties arise where some services are
exempt and others;
Transactions Cost
Royal Mail estimated an additional 30 seconds per
counter transaction time resulting in £5-10m increase in
costs (1993 prices);
Accounting Processes
•“there would be an aggravation factor (increased administration, cash flow management and
credit limit issues) for non-exempt VAT registered businesses”;
•the accounting process “would be complicated at all levels” (e.g. counter invoicing for
stamps, central accounting) with additional VAT accounting software costs and the “tracking
of purchase invoices” for allocation and analytical accounting purposes adding to costs;
•Definition of parcel and letters leading to potential problems for business unit re-structuring
due to non-deductible inter-Group VAT;

Implementation Questions For Tax Authorities
VAT Accounting at the Postal Level
 At what point is the VAT payment due – at the time of purchase of the stamps/
meter credit, or at the time of use?
 What assumptions and sampling methodologies should posts use as to what
proportion stamps purchased might be used on exempt and non-exempt services?
 There is a tradition in some MS tax authorities to allow posts to reclaim VAT based
on sampling data, rather than physical invoices/bills. Could this be extended to all?
VAT accounting at User Level
 What arrangements would be satisfacory for tax authorities to ensure that
accessing mail services are not made much more complex/costly for post and
mailer;
 Where postage monies are collected for the post by third-parties (e.g. mailing
houses, web/phone based postage systems) do agency arrangements need to be
established to authorise collection of VAT on behalf of the post;
VAT and Payment Channels
 The objective of the 2008 directive is to promote the efficient delivery of the USO need to be mindful of the risks of treating functionally substitutable products (e.g.
1C stamped and metered mail products) differently in terms of VAT merely because
of payment channel differences;
Transition Period
 How long after ECJ decision should industry have to adapt (as per EP advice,
accepted by Commission in 2004):
¾ for posts to adopt new readers, accounting software, specifications for data
capture technologies in the meter channel to facilitate VAT accounting between
exempt and non-exempt services – and time for manufacturers response;
¾ To mitigate negative volume effect and to allow posts to absorb VAT rather
than pass costs on to mailers?

VAT: Industry Impact will Turn on Pricing Policy
If full VAT pass-through significant demand effect from VAT-exempt customers
(financial services, government, charities, private customers: 40-50% EU
volumes):
9 tipping point from physical to electronic channels for transactional and DM
streams;
9 risk of de-location of bulk mail to countries where VAT rates are low or where
bulk mail remains within the USO and therefore exempt;
9 differentiated impact between VAT registered customer and others - capacity
to negotiate higher for bulk mailers;
Due to positive financial impact on the input side (and change to salary tax in France
for La Poste) full pass through is avoidable:
9 rebalancing of prices between VAT registered and other customers may be
necessary (Sweden Post; DPAG bulk mail average prices);
9 NRA scrutiny may also require posts to absorb a significant part (if not all) of
the net VAT financial impact on the post;
9 VAT will stimulate out-sourcing by the posts - provides a level-playing field
for the sourcing on non-core services;
The effect on services that continue to be exempt, will mainly depend on their
classification: Are “universal services” defined by the ECJ for the EU as a whole as
“single piece mail” or does the definition of “universal services” embrace products so
classified at the member state level in national regulation. If former, conflict with 2008
Postal Directive subsidiarity approach. If latter, risk that competitive distortion persists.
Intentions of ECJ needs to be explicit if harmonisation issue is to be addressed. Is
SME mail part of USO? Is SME mail “single piece”? Is it the ECJ’s intention to allow
bulk mail products to be part of “universal services”?

Likely Basis For ECJ Decision?
Reference

Legal Basis

Comment

EU
Jurisprudence

Principle of fiscal neutrality: the same activities
cannot be treated differently

Essential principle of EU Tax law

Art132 of
Directive
2006/112
EC Evidence
to ECJ

Exemption of “public postal services” means
those products defined as part of the universal
service;

Art 135 1. (h)
2006/112

Exemption of “postage stamps”?

Regarded as likely outcome – definition needed which
provides clarify while respect “subsidiarity”
Could effectively passes tax decision over to NRA
Broadly defined universal service product
classification will entrench the VAT distortion
for new entrants;
Implementation issues at point-of-sale;
Breaks fiscal neutrality principle between payment
channels - product substituability between1C meters,
PPI & stamped services;
Fiscal incentive to switch to least efficient and
typically loss-making stamp channel – cuts
across Directive efficient USO objective
Meter defined as “postage stamps”?

Postal
Services
Directive, 2008
Recital 28 and
Article 2, 20

Single piece mail: “allow MS to maintain uniform
tariffs for single piece mail, the service most
frequently used by consumers, including SMEs.”
“Services provided at single piece tariff: postal
services for which the tariff is set in the general
terms and conditions of universal service
provider(s) for individual postal items”

Not referred to by EC in the hearings – though was
referenced by DGTax in other contexts;
Possibly breaches fiscal neutrality principle:
-single piece mail may be of interest to retail new
entrant (e.g. via new retail networks or hybrid
mail platforms)
“Single piece mail” irrespective of payment channel
does not breach fiscal neutrality principle;

Advocate General’s Opinion expected early 2009. ECJ decision toward end 2009?. Decision binding on all Member States and nonappealable.

The Customer Context For Postal VAT
VAT and Postal Payment Channels
“..the Sixth Directive must be interpreted as meaning that the principle of fiscal neutrality may not be
infringed, so that completely neutral fiscal treatment of all economic activities is ensured. Economic
operators carrying on the same activities must not be treated differently as far as the levying of VAT
is concerned….
Advocate General Geelhoed, Dansk
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1 million EU business use meters
as their preferred channel – up to
40% of postal revenues in some
countries

*Including e-merchant websites e.g. Ebay
Illustrative. Not to scale
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Conclusion
Best Outcome for the industry would be:



EC 2003/04 Proposal to be formally tabled at the Council of Ministers and progressed at
the political level. Is this something postal industry should consider as in our interests
ahead of ECJ decision?;



If ECJ is to be the determiner of how VAT should be applied in the postal world:
¾ The basis for continued exemption for some services needs to be explicit, clear, payment
channel neutral – while balancing “subsidiarity” principle of USO product classification by NRA;
¾ It is in the interests of posts, mailers and NRAs that the full costs of VAT be not passed on to
(VAT-exempt) customers;
¾ NRAs need to be sensitive to how the definition of the USO at national level will interplay with
future VAT-exempt services, both in respect of the general competitive distortion issue and the
payment channel issue;
¾ Transition period required – minimum 12-18 months from final decision of the ECJ (EC
accepted around 30 months transition in their 2003 proposal following EP opinion to allow
public and private companies “to adapt their systems”;



The postal industry should engage in dialogue with the tax authorities to ensure
implementation issues are addressed and transition period allowed;

